BUT WHAT PART
SHOULD YOU BELIEVE?
My mother gave me a copy of LIFE EXTENSION when it was
published in 1983. She was excited to have found it ... and I enjoyed
reading it.
She found the information very reassuring, as well she should. But I
had to caution her that about two-thirds of what they published was
"relevant" or "true," while the remaining third didn't have as much
"importance" as they suggested.
"Which third?" she asked. "That's the issue - you have to have

professional training in nutritional medicine to figure it out." And
that's what I've specialized in practicing for 33 years now.
We're bombasted daily or weekly with internet newsletters and
articles and promotional advertising. Books are hawking the latest
tests and treatments. "Experts" tout their wares, as though "one size
fits all." And people send their credit card payments ... expecting
miracles.
Healing IS a miracle. But what YOU need is special, not "general."
There are 300 million closets in America - and every single one of
them has different clothes! If off-the-rack clothing is so dramatically
different, then what about YOUR nutritional (and medical) needs?
When you've tired of going to the neighborhood expert who has
been to a weekend seminar (or more), then consider whether you
might enjoy the experience of a professional whose career has the
foundation of both intensive training in medicine and surgery as well

as advanced degrees and education in the alternatives to
conventional care ... THAT'S what we offer at Life Celebrating
Health:
PERSONALIZED CARE AND CARING
And what we do works! For many people, most of the time. Sick and
tired of feeling sick and tired? Find out about our many specialty
programs ..... or ask yourself: How much longer can I afford to feel
sick?
Here's your best solution: start TODAY to enjoy better health by
doing programs that minimize your need for drugs and surgery.
Have you seen our unique DVD called "Apples and Oranges,"
which shares many exciting concepts that will become the standards
of care in future medical practice.
What about our innovative DVD called "The Fire Within," explaining
clearly how INFLAMMATION causes the degenerative diseases
(heart, brain, lungs, liver, kidneys - even joints and muscles) that
steal our health and then our lives.
We have dozens of CDs and DVDs that can teach you ways to avoid
drugs and surgery for many future problems, because problems that
are prevented are ones that don't need to be treated.
How many of your family and friends are "stuck on pills" or facing
another operation or worried about another hospital stay or that they
feel worse this year than they did last? Are you willing to share
with them a blessing, to share our CDs and DVDs with them
today? (Most folks will simply skip this, because it's easier to just
send flowers ...)
Just remember that ObamaCare squeeked by in the Congress
because people were unwilling to speak up for what they believe in
their heart - and THAT saddled all the rest of us with whatever else
is "in the bill." We'll be "paying the bill" for generations to come. Best
you should minimize your need for THAT kind of care!

MARCH SAVINGS
BEYOND MADNESS!
We're proud to offer our "frequent flyers" special savings
opportunities through tax time (that would be April 12 th for the office)
.....
You'll get a SAVINGS CERTIFICATE WORTHTEN BUCKS for .....

* each iv during these dates * each "RT" visit * each office visit
* each supplement purchase of $200 or more (phone, fax, email, or
in-office)
Redeem your Savings Certificates anytime:
st
April 16th thru May 31
Our ONLY guidelines are that you can present to us
one or two certificates on any one day,
and your savings can apply to any of the qualifying events above:
any iv, any RT visit, any office visit,
or any in-office or mail-in supplement purchase of $100 or more
Yes, you may use these savings in addition to any other discounts that day!

What We Do Works!
Invite your friends to subscribe to our periodical e-newsletter - just have them DIAL 1800-FIX-PAIN or send an email to
info@healthCHOICESnow.com
and put "Subscribe" in the subject line and add a quick note about the problems with
which they are suffering, so we can share information specifically with them.

